national geographic kids world atlas 5th edition - the world has changed and this new atlas from the map experts at national geographic captures the state of the planet with completely updated maps stats and fun facts the perfect hardcover reference for curious kids and students, national geographic kids world atlas 5th edition - the world has changed and this new atlas from the map experts at national geographic captures the state of the planet with completely updated maps stats and fun facts the perfect hardcover reference for curious kids and students, greece country profile national geographic kids - geography greece has the longest coastline in europe and is the southernmost country in europe the mainland has rugged mountains forests and lakes but the country is well known for the thousands of islands dotting the blue aegean sea to the east the mediterranean sea to the south and the ionian sea to the west, haiti country profile national geographic kids - geography haiti is in the western one third of the island of hispaniola between the caribbean sea and the north atlantic ocean this small tropical country is west of the dominican republic and is south of the island of cuba the land is mountainous, national geographic society natgeo mapmaker interactive - start by adding lines shapes or markers to your map click the edit button on the left menu and then select which object you would like to add your custom information to